
How to Wash a Car the Topaz Way

Please find below a quick guide on the 
correct washing techniques as well as 
the products which should be used:

Step 1
Spray the ‘Perfect’ Wheel Cleaner onto 
the wheels, then jet the wheels off. 
Repeat this step, brushing inside each 
spoke and the wheel surface before 
rinsing. Do not wet the body until after 
the wheels are cleaned.

Tools Needed:
•Topaz Care Care Wheel Woolies 
wheel cleaning brushes x3

Products Needed:
•Topaz Car Care ‘Perfect’ Wheel 
Cleaner 0.3L x1

Step 2
Snow foam the car using Hyper Wash, 
lance and jet wash. This process is 
very important in gently lifting any 
dust, grit and grime from the paint 
surface before washing commences. 
Leave this product on the car for 3-5 
minutes then jet it all off.

Tools Needed:
•Elite Heavy Duty Foam Lance x1 - 
This process is known as snow 
foaming. Add the hyper dressing to the 
lance at a ratio of 3:2 with water, then 
attach it to your jet wash.

Products Needed:
•Meguiars Hyper Wash 1 Gallon/3.78 
Litres x1 - This is used in the lance for 
the snow foam.

Step 3
Take two buckets, fill them both up, 
put some of the ‘Cleanse’ Luxury Car 
Shampoo into one and leave the 
second one only with water. Make sure 
you use the jet wash to foam up the 
bucket with the shampoo. Put 
shampoo into the bucket 1:10 with 
water. 

Take the wash mitt and dip it into the 
soapy water. Start by treating the roof. 
Make sure you place the mitt into the 
bucket with only water to take off the 
dirt from the mitt, then place the mitt 
back into the bucket with the soap 
and start the process again, one panel 
at a time. The key is not to push down 
onto the car with the wash mitt and to 
move in straight lines when washing 
the panels. Also use one mitt for the 
lower parts and the other for the upper 
parts, further avoiding defects. 

If there are still some bugs that 
haven't been removed, then just before 
you start jetting the car off, spray 
some Bug & Tar Remover onto them. 
Go over them gently with the wash 
mitt and then jet the whole car off.

Tools Needed:
•Grit Guard Plus (bucket set) x2 
•Topaz Car Care Wash Mitt  x2 - This is 
the ideal mitt for not inducing swirls 
and needs to be used in conjunction 
with the two bucket wash system. 

Products Needed:
•Topaz Car Care ‘Cleanse’ Luxury Car 
Shampoo 0.3L x1
•Poor Boys Bug Squash – Bug & Tar 
Remover 16oz x1

Step 4
Use deep pile microfiber cloths to dry 
the car, again without applying  
pressure to the paint. You will also 
need some regular microfiber cloths to 
dry the door shuts, etc... If  required 
treat the windows with the ‘Purify’ 
Glass Cleaner by spraying liberally 
onto a microfibre and buffing. Next, 
apply the ‘Restore’ Tyre Dressing to 
clean tyres using foam pad. Wipe away 
excess with a cloth. If desired treat 
the interior with the ‘Rejuvenate’ 
Interior Cleaner, by spraying on to  a 
horsehair brush or damp microfibre, 
and applying liberally to small 
sections, wiping away any excess.  
Then finally spray the ‘Maintain’ Quick 
Detailer spray onto the paint and dry it 
off using the buffing towel if there are 
any smudges or watermarks. 

Tools Needed:
•Topaz Car Care Deep Pile Buffing 
Towel x1 - This is good to be used in 
conjunction with the Quick Detailer or 
on its own to buff the car at the end.
•Topaz Car Care Deep Pile Drying
Towel x2 - These are amazing to dry 
the car.

Products Needed:
•Topaz Car Care ‘Purify’ Glass Cleaner 
0.3L x1
•Topaz Car Care ‘Restore’ Tyre 
Dressing 0.3L x1
•Topaz Car Care ‘Rejuvenate’ Interior 
Cleaner 0.3L x1
•Topaz Car Care ‘Maintain’ Quick 
Detailer 0.3L x1

Where to order?
Scan the QR code or ask 
in one of our branches 
for further information 
and to purchase the 
products listed:


